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I. INTRODUCTORY

One of the pressing proljlerris of theoi-etioal as well as

practical interest in present day aerodynamics is the proper

means of passing from results obtained on small models in a

wind tunnel to results valid for the full scale body. I.Iuch

work has been done of an empirical nature on aerofoils and

forms directly suited for practical use, hut so far no ex-

tensive investigation has been made of air forces on a body

of simple geometrica.l foivr. over a large range, so that the

suggested lavjs might be tested. The object of the present

investigation was to test the validity of the law of dimen-

sional similarity, proposed a long time ago by Lord Hayleigh,

over a wider range than has heretofore been done, using as

models circular cylinders with their axes normal to the wind.

Lord Hayleigh showed that under the assumptions usually

made the force of a current of air upon a solid bodj'' may be

expressed as GfbY^ , f>
being the density of the air, S the

area of the solid projected on a plane normal to the wind,

V the velocity of the wind, and C a diir.ensionlGSS constant

VLdepending on a single parameter -^, where v is the kinematic

viscosity of the air and L is. a linear dimension of the solid.

Certain features of the results made it advisable to maize

in addition some measurements of the pressure distribution.

Altho the iijvestigation is by no means completed, the results
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are so contrary to current views tnat it is felt advisable

to bring them to the attention of other v;ind tunnel experi-

menters.

The previous work on v.dres and cylinders (axes normal

to the v;ind) is very scant, in fact but three investiga-

tions in any way complete have been found; namely those of

li'oppl at Getting en, those of Morris and 'i'hurston^' at

East London College, and those carried out at the Nation-

5
al Physical Laboratory of Great Britain . The results dif-

fer markedly, even as to the essential characteristics. The

results obtained at the Rational Physical Laboratory agree

among themselves ver:/ well. They are shown on curve I of

the a.jpendix. i'oppl's results are about E5 percent lower

and the shape of his curve (curve II) is entirely different.

Morris ana Tnurston obtained the results shown in curve III.

Eiffel gives results for two cylinders only and no correc-

tion is ii.ade for the ends so a comparison can not be .aade.

Some work was also done at the i^assachusetts Institute of

n
Technology but here also no correction was made for the ends.

All the investigators mentioned consider the range only fron

Vl = to 5 on the foot second system. (0 - .465 on the met-

ric system), L is taken aL the diameter of the cylinder, rnus

the need of some more extended V/Or^c is evident.

The present work was carried out chiefly at higher val-

ues of VL, the there is some overlap. Cylinders of 1, 1 l/2,

2,3,4/11/2, 5, 5 1/2, 6 inches i .0254;^ to .15ii4 meters) were





used with velocities from 15 to 85 miles per hour. (ii4.£ -

137 ilm/hr) . The range of values of VJj v/as from 2 to 50

in foot-second units. (.16 — 2.78| in metric units). The

cylinders v;ere made of v;ood v.dth the exception of three

"brass ones, 1", 1 1/2", 4"; and additional 1" and 4" cyl-

inders of v;ood were also used. The results are expressed

"by plotting the coefficient G against "VL as a base. L is

ta-<en as the diameter of the cylinder. Both metric and

English systems are given on the plots. In general the re-

sults shov; that the lav; in its orcsent fDr-a does not repres-

ent the facts.

II THEOKETICAL COi^TSIDERATIOHS

"Perfect ij''luid" Theory

The earliest attempts at theoretical ixivestigation of

the flow of fluids followed tiie usut;.! course of problejus in

mathematical physics. Just as in our ordinary dynamics the

concept of a .article of matter devel ped, so here the con-

cept of a fluid particle came into being; and just as in our

ordinary dynamics friction was for the time being neglected,

so here the forces of viscosity were xieglected. Thus there

arose the idea of a perfect fluid witn certain general char-

acteristics wnich seuiiied to approxiinate an actual fluid as

closely as ordinary dynamics approxi.-iates faces. The prop-

erties of this imaginary fluid were then studied mathematic-

ally. It was very soon found tnat the flow of such a fluid





Dore absolutely no resemblance to the actual flow, _ except

8,9
in a very few special cases. Thus, for example, the flow

a
about "fe»*e cylinder or sphere, as deduced froa this theory,

is perfectly syimnetrical at front and back; the pressures

are symmetrical and there is no resultant force. Thus tnere

is no resistance to motion, a result altogether out of accord

with experiment.

Theory of the Surface of Discontinuity

The theory was then modified. It v/as noticed that in

some problems, for instance that of the flow around a flat

plate, the uiathematical analysis gave iiegative pressures,

a state of affairs physically impossible. It was thexi pos-

tulated that before such a state of flow was reached the

fluid "broke" along certain surfaces, these surfaces re^aain-

ing as surfaces of discontinuity, the air between them being

"dead", i.e., at rest, v/ith a constant pressure throughout.

Thus, according tu this theory, the fluid instead of bending

around the sharp corners of a plate with infinite velocity

and infinite negative pressure would shoot past and leave a

mass of still air behind. This theor;/ proved amenable to an-

. 10,11,12 ^ ^ ^alysis by means of certain processes of mapping on

a complex plane and calcTilations v/ere made for many cases.

It was found that there was a resistance offered proportion-

al to the square of the relative velocity of fluid and body,

thus far agreeing with experiment. This v/as a great step in





advance but fiirtiier experiment soon showed essential dif-

ferences between theory and fact. For instance, it was

found by eicperiinent that the flow around an aei'oloil was

most sensitive to changes in its upper surface. On the

theory of surfaces of discontinuity there is "dead" air at

the back, and chaiages in the upper siurface can have no ef-

fect, ij'urther, it was found that a region of "dead" air

did not actually exist, but on the contrary tiiat there was

a region of violent turbulence at the back. Again, the com-

puted values for the resistance absolutely disagreed vn.th

experimental values. A little later the n.athematicians work-

ing on the problem showed that it was impossible for such a

surface of discontinuity to be formed in a finite time in a

perfect fluid, and tnat, if foriaed, it was highly unstable.

In fact it was shown that the surface of discontinuity was

equivalent to a vortex sheet and tended to "roll up", so to

speak, into a series of isolated vortices.

The V/ork of 2Iaraan

By this time different experimenters had succeeded in

taking photographs of air flow past various bodies, and these

photographs invariably shov/ed vortex motion at the rear of

the body, except in the case of "stream line" bodies. The

next mathematical attack on the problem v/as a flank one. It

is impossible so far to solve the general equations of a vis-





cous fluid and thus to compiite the flov/. uj a vortex sys-

tem similar to that observed was assmned in a perfect fluid

and the resultant motion was studied. Karman v;as one oi

the pioneers in this kind of investigation. The first prob-

lem discussed was the stability of several vortex arrangements.

It would seem that the most probable arrangement in the case

of a symmetrical body would be two parallel rows of vortices

equally spaced, tlie vortices in one rovj being exactly opposite

those of the other, and rotating in opposite senses. Zarman

showed that such an arrangement was always unstable no matter

B=^ ma. 1 1 er what the spacing.

r r r r Hence if such an arrangement

\^ were forsned, any slight dis-

(7 (/ C''
turbance v>/oula make it pass

over into some more stable

form. The next arrangement

most probable is two parallel rows, staggered with respect

to each other by a distance equal to one half the distance

I*: ^ ^ between tv;o vortices of the

I
given in full in a paper by

de Bothe^zat shortly to be

published in the report of

the ilational Advisory Oommittoo for Aeronautics) that this

<!(?(!
T same row. it was found by

Ka'rman (the calculation is

system is stable, provided tue ratio of the distance betwe en





"fejse rows to the distance "between two vortices in the same

rov/ { ^ in the figure) has a certain value, namely .Jid3.

Lleasureraents on photographs of actual flow at a distance

from the body gave a mean of .29. Several as£;vimptions made

in Karraan't: calculations should be noted at once. Iji the

first place the viscous forces are jiGglected,altho we are not

sure that they .nay not seriously modify the arrangement of

the vortices and their spacing. I'he few experiments made

seem to indicate, however, that this omission is warranted,

14
and jjevy has also shown mathematically that the effect of

the viscous forces on the arrangement is negligible in|so|far

as the motion at a particular instant is conceirned. In the

second place, the most serious objection is that the vortices

are assumed to be of infinitely small ero'ss section. 'I'his is

undoubtedly not true in practice; and the fact of finite section

probably accounts for many phenomena observed by the author.

Karman, after discussing the stability of these systems,

then proceeds to compute the resistance of a body forming

such vortices, by computing the momentum lost in giving off

two vortices. He finds that the resistcince is given by the

formula v;hleh has already been experimentally verified for a

2large number of cases, namely H = G/oSY , S being the area,

f the density, 7 the velocity, and a coefficient, non-di-

mensio.ial, dependent oa the configuration of the vortices,

hence upon the shape of the body, his calculated values

agree closely with ti;e experimental values of i'Sppl*^; but.





unfortunately, Foppl's values are not in agreement v/ith

more recent values, tho of the sa^iie order of magnitude.

It is to be noted that the measurements made "by Karman

are on photographs of the flow of v.ater, whereas the results

of j'oppl are on wires in air. furthermore the values of

Y in the tv;o sets of experiments are widely different so

that in any case the resiilts are not comparahle. Tiie author

finds for a value of y equal to that in Karraan's experiments,

a value of tue coefficient in good agreement with Zarraan's

value. Thus it is evident that ilarman's picture of the flow

is close to the true state of affairs in some cases.

Consideration of JTluid Stresses

The noticeahle thing ahout the preceding investigation is

that it is a flank attack. \7e would lil^e to know the mech-

anism of formation of these vortices and a great aiany other

things ahout them. The physical properties v;hich surely de-

termine these things, physical properties v/hich have "been en-

tirely overlooked, are the stress characteristics of the fluidi

It was this omission that caused the potential theory to fail;

and, before we can make a direct attack on the problem, v/e

must study something more about these fluid stresses. V/e are

familiar witn the fact that in an elastic solid, when the

streso reaches a certain value, conditions change entirely.

"Aii^n the elastic limit is reached the phenomena are essen-

tially different. So in a fluid when the stress reaches a





certain value, it will "brealc" and "behave quite differently.

15
Dr. de iiothezat, lias v/orlced up this aspect oi' fluid dyn-

ainics perhaps more than anyone else and his conclusions are

of great interest.

In an elastic solid the factor determining the stress is

the strain, i.e. the displacements of points in the neighhor-

hood of some point relative to that point. In a fluid o.i the

other ha^d, the determining factor is the time rate of change

of this quantity; that is, the velocity gradient, depending

upon the velocities of points in the neighborhood of a point

relative to that point. At every point of the fluid there is

a certain stress determined by this; and, when the stress

reaches a certain value, the fluid will break up into separate

parts (as in the crest of a v/ave where the stress owing to the

weignt brealcs the wave) . This condition is unstable and passes

over into a vortex system, probably thru the intermediate stage

of the surface of discontinuity.

A specific illustration may make this clearer. In the

case of a cylinder it is not inconceivable that at very low

speeds, streamline floiv results, and tiiat the drag force is

onl.y tnat owing to skin friction. As the speed increases, the

stress increases, until finally the fluid breai:s up into sep-

arfite particles; immediately tue pressure behind the cylinder

rises as the fluid tnere comes to rest. The stress is relieved

and a surface of aiscontinuity is formed. This breads up into

the vortex system described before. The quesuion at once arises
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in the case of a cylinder, since the streamline fl'-v; is

symmetrical, as to why the fluia breaks at the "bacic and not

at the front. This is evidently ovring to the viscosity. The

effect of viscosity will be to slo- up the fluid and thus in-

crease the strain at the back. Hence the stresses at the back

will be greater than those at the front and the fluid v/ill

break at the back first.

It is of course evident why the vortex system is of the

"staggered" type. liarman showed that the "syin.aetrical" type

was unstable, arid the. physical reason for this instability

is that any slight disturbance ma^ces the flov; unsyinrnetrical.

After tjie disturbance is over the flow changes back to its

original form b\it owing to the inertia becomes unsynmetrical

in the opposite manner. Thus a periodic change in the flow

is set up, which prevents the simultaneous formation of tne

vortices. The vortices are fOTuned alternately on each side.

A word might be said about the phenomena at the surface

of the body. At the surface itself the velocity of the air

must be zero, but at a short distance it may have a high value,

lience in this layer there is a vortex sheet, and the same px'O-

cesses of breaking taking place. 'Fae energy dissipated here

accounts for the SKin friction. It is probable that this sa.:e

process repeats itself at a higher speed. This nev/ flow in-

volving vortical motion also produces stresses, and in time

these will again rise to a critical value. The existence of

a second critical velocity nas actually been observect.





Dimensional Theory

The subject of forces as distinct from the actual flov;

has been considered from a slightly different standpoint,

namely frO:. the standpoint of dimensional theory. Accord-

17
ing to the usual derivation it is assumed that the force

can depend only upon the velocity of the fluid, its density,

its viscosity, and upon the dimensions of the body. Thus on

writing u.ov/n the di,.;ensiorial equation, v;e have that

1^ ,AA \Y . Co

i^r (3) m' L'

A1L
raust have the dimensions of a force -r;^ • lence we nave

as conditions to determine -t-j pj y^ i

o( -h y - 3-

These are not sufficient to determine all fonr quantities

but expressing the three others in terms of V v/e liave

(i = ;-y

< ^ A-y

^ - a--y

Hence vvrtting ^ for density, Y for velocity, L for a linear

dimension of trie body, aiid .: for the coefficient of viscos-

ity, the force is of the form





or, since y is irideterininate,

WJiei ; via tiie ..ine::;atic viscosity coefficient, equal to ^

,

and j^ is sOiiie function as yet undetermined. Hence, if this

theory is correct, the coefficient of resistance should be a

VI-
function of -y only, or ii air is used, of the product 7L

only, independent of V or L separately. i'he theory has appar-

ently "been verified in some cases, but this is no guarantee

for its truth in all cases.

Several criticisms, very vital ones, may be at once of-

fered, i'irst, the results are wrong if any factor sias been

overlooked which affects the force. Experiment is the only

way 01 deciding such a point. In the second place it seems

to the author that a ..;i stake has been made in applying the

tueory itself. We are studying phenomena going on in the

fluid; and it seems perfectly logical that we must then con-

fine ourselves to properties of the fluid itself. V/hat a

priori reason have v;e to believe that the length of the body

can directly affect the force, any more than the density of the

material of v/hich the body is made? The length of the body can

only affect the force if it changes some length in the fluid,

for instance the distances betv;een the vortices in the distribvi-

tion Cientio.ied before. Thus we must remember that the J;, in the

formula is a property of the fluid, not of the body and we can

substitute one for the other only in case one is always the same
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function of the other. That this substitution is not always

permissible appears from the experiments to be described. The

flov; is not always similar in the case of different dimensions

of the body, as the dimensional theory assumes, without defin-

itely saying so.

The remarks made previously abo\it stresses seem to indicate

so ething antagonistic to this form of dimensional theory. For,
Y

in order for stresses to be the same, 1 must be constant, (L be-

ing again a length in the fluid). Thus it appears that, if there

are critical velocities, i.e. velocities of flow at which the na-

ture of the flow changes, they should come at constant values of
V
L if the theory of critical velocities is correct. V/e must re-

member, however, tiiat in such cases of critical velocities the

stress may be constant over a large area and the break may take

place simultaneously over this area. In this case the force and

critical value will depend not only on the stresb but also on

the area over which the break takes place, hence, on the v/hole,
V 2— XT

on I •" = VL. Thus, unless the break takes place only at a

single point, stress considerations yield the same law of sim-

ilarity. V/e must however remember that the dimensional lav/

fails if we have overlooJced any factor.

Ill POHOE MEASUHEIvIfaiKTS

Apparatus

The Tunnel

The entire wind tuiinel facilities of the Bureau of Stan—
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dards were placed at r.iy disposal by Dr. Briggs. As there is

no published description of the tunnel it may not be out of

place to give a brief account of its principal features here.

The tumiel, similar to those at the Kational Physical Labora-

tory, is contained in a large room, the air being drawn thru

the tunnel by a four-bladed 9 foot propeller and returning thru

the room. The room is 69 ft. 10 in. long, 18 ft. high and 30

ft. 4 in. wide. The tunnel itself has its axis along the long

axis of the room, is 45 ft, 6 in. total length, the propeller

tips being 13 ft. from one end of the room. The worlcing part

of the tunnel is straight, octagonal in section, 53 o/4 incnes

between opposite faces, and is 25 ft. 4 1/2 in. long. This

portion is built of wood supported by a metal framework. The

entrance consists of a v/ooden framework 4 ft. long covered v;ith

airplane cloth, rounded off to admit of easy inflow. The exit

end consists of a cone 15 ft. 1 1/2 in. long, 9 ft. 1 3/4 in.

in diameter at the outer end, i.e. approximately 9" half angle

after allowing for a small straight part at each end where the

junction is made. Thit^ exit cone is built up of a wooden frame-

work covered with airplane cloth. A v/ooden diffuser is used

around the exit end. Two honeycombs are used to straighten the

air flow, one at the exit end of the v;orking portion, the other

2 1/2 feet from the entrance end of the working portion. ±iie

propeller is driveij by a 100 H.P. D.C. motor* The motor is con-

trolled both by inserting resistance in the armature and by in-

serting resistance in the field, and may be run with tiie arma-





ture either on 110 or «i£0 volta. The line voltage la only

fairly constant, on some days fluctuating considerably, on

others being very steady. A traverse of the tunnel showed

variations in velocity of as rnucn as 2)o, altho for the most

part they were less than this, a fair average for the part oc-

cupied by the models being ,6jb. I'his traverse v/as taken at one

section only; for due to tlie stress of v/ar worJc no others have

been laade.

The i3alances

The tuxinel is equipped vdth te.'O balances, one for aerofoil

work, the other for iieavier work. The first balance is similar
18

to the national Physical Laboratory Balance in every way ex-

cept as to the means of making torque measurements. It is sen-

sitive to .0001 lb. The largest forces which can be measured on

it are 3 lbs. iience it was impossible to uue this balance for

ail the cylinders j and, as it was desired to obtain results whose

relative values were accurate, measiirements on this balance were

discarded in plotting my curves. The other balance consists of

a system suspended by two thin steel strips, and measures the

force along tiie wind primarily, if lift ::ieasureiaents are desired,

moments caxi be taken about a second set of blades, and from these

the lift force may be computed. In this work the second set of

blades was not used. The balance is sensitive to .001 lb. , and

will take forces up to the strength of the blades. AlI of the

points plotted were obtained on tiiis balance. It ;aust bo rem.em-





"bored that both 'balai.ces i.ieaoure moments only, and actual

forces are obtained by asauniing the force to act at the cen-

ter of sy.rj.ietry of the body. Only bodies v.'ith a horizontal

plane of sycunetry can be used.

Speed Lleasurement

The speed was measured by nieans of the usual static

plate and inclined gauge. This particular gaiige was con-

structed with unusual care. The glass tube was a pyrex tube

straight to .OOS inch. The ledge on wnicxi it rsasted was

straight when put on to a .002 inch and the tube was held

down on the ledge to within i. .005 inch. The liquid used

was benzene, as this obviates trouble fro:.i dirt and grease

which is always present with V7ater. Since benzene attacks

rubber it wa^ necessary to use special covmectors, and, since

it has a high coefficient of expansion, it is necessary to ob-

serve the temperature and to ..lake a correction. This gauge

v;ao calibrated against a U tube of large diai.ioter containing

benzene ana read with a cathetometer . The static plate was

calibrated against a standard fitot tube placed at the center

of the tunnel. The calibration was a remarkably good one and

it is certain that the static plate gives the velocity at that

particular place to a few tenths of one percent. Tiie gauge

was ver;/ steady except at very higli speeds, the oscillations

as a rule being slow enough to read the gauge well within one

percent, xit very low speeds the accuracy is of course not so





great.

It must be remembered that a ir'itot tube gives us the

quantity l/2^^ only, v/nere p is tne density of the air. It

is not usiial in aerodynaaic work to make the calculation for

V every time. Since the forces are as£u.;.ed to vary directly

2
as f>l this quantity alone is computed-. If a value for Vis

given, it is determined from this, using "standard" density.

Thus tne true value of V is not obtained. ( The"standard"

density used at trie Bu.reau of Standards and also at the lla-

tionai Physical Laboratory is .lEEci gins/cm at 15.6°0, 760 wim.

pressure.) This is unfortimate v;hen we consider the general

formula for the force = p't,l^f[~:). Jor a change of tem:Jera-

ture does several things v/hose effect may be shovm by an ex-

ample. Suppose we take measurements at 25°G instead of our

standard ID^G. Making the Pitot reading identical in the two

series of measurements, l/Zf>Y is the saiae for both tempera-

tures. On the otlier hand o has changed. 7 has actually been

increased by about 2,j (density being less by about 4/j) . y-
,

viscosity t static)
equal to the density has also changed. The static

viscosity has increased by about 3 I/E/j, the density decreased

by 4,j, hence the icinoiuatic viscosity as a whole has increased

by 7 1/2/j approximately. Hence "tt has been decreased, or V L

(if we nave assuiiied yconstant) has been decreased by 5 l/2'/<j.

It has not been considered necessary to make this reduction

since no investigations have been ;;.ade on the change in aero-

dynamic forces v;ith temperature, and since the dimensional law





itself in present form is not true. Like\'?ise no records of

pressure or oi moisture content were i,.ade, and tliese affect

the density also. Other investigators do not state whether

they iualce such correction or not. It seeias important only

in the exact location of critical speeds, where the coeffi-

cient of resistance changes rapidly with VL.

The Models

The models have already beeji described in a general way,

^ae wooden ones (1", £", 2", 4", 4 l/2", 5", ^6") v/ere turned

by E.E. Leach, a pattern raaicer of Baltimore, :.id. They were ac-

curate to .01 inch, "both as to being circular and as to being

straight. The wood v;as wnite pine, and the surfaces were coated

v/ith shellac. The brass ones were made of commercial brass

tiibing and were accurate to .005 inch. A. 1 were approximately

18 inches long. The dimensions are given in table I of the

Appendix. They were held on the balance arm by means of a

5/16 inch steel spindle.

Methods of I.oasuremcnt

It was advisable fro;a the theoretical standpoint to ob-

tain results applicable to infinite cylinders. To secure this

result, the "guard ring" principle was iised. Two short cyl-

inders were placea in line with the cylinder on the balance,

one being suspendea from the roof of the tunnel and the other

being on the spindle. The top guard v;as in line with the cyl-





inder when the balance vil.s in it& zero position and cleared

"by just enough- to allow the necessary play. These guards

were 5 inches long. Tho this is rather arbitrary, it was

found Gxp crimentally that this length is uuite suificient.

Lleasurements were talcen as follov;s. (Two observers required.)

7/ith the cylinder a, id one guard on the balance arm as described,

the observer of velocity signaled when tiie velocity had soue

definite value. The observer -at the balance adjusted the

weights so that the beaiu was on the average in the zero posi-

tion. This v;as repeated for the whole series of wind veloc-

ities. Then a second set of readings was talcen with only the

lower guard oa the balance, the cylinder being suspended from

the roof over the guard so as to secure the sa.ne flow. The

second set of r,:adings v/as talcen at approximately the same

speed as the fii'st. in computing, tiie second set v;as reduced

to exactly the saiiie s:^eed as the first, assuming the square

law over tnis short range. I)ue allowance was made for the

length of the balance arm, as explained in the section on

balances, ilo windshield was used, as it was thou--:ht best to

avoid any possible interference ca-ased by it.

i-:esuits

The results of primary interest are plotted on Curve 4.

ilere are shown laeasurements on the 1" brass cylinder, the

1 1/2" brass cylinaer, the 2", b", 4" ,^5" ,^6"^ wooden cylin-

ders and the 4" brass cylinder, all ta>:en on the same bal-^.ice,





so that the results are comparable. The first noticeable

thing is that for cylinders of dia;neter below lo" the resis-

taiice coefficient depends not only on the product VL but al-

so on L. The; force on a 1" cylinder is half again as large

as that on a 5" cylinder for the sa.ae value of VL, thus in-

dicating an essential failure of the present dimensional law.

On the other hand, it io noted that the coefficient for the

1 1/2" cylinder, while 16^i greater than tuat for the 2" cyl-

inder, for values of 7L up to 8 fft^/oec, coinciaes with that

for the 2" cylinder for values of VL beyond 12 i't /Sec, de-

noting that some critical change taices place in the flow

about the 1 1/2" cylinder at this point, i'inally, it is to

be noted that for values of VL in excess of 28 i^t^/Sec.all of

the curves show a drop. Indications are that a critical val-

ue of VL for all the cylinders is beixig approached. These are

the essential features; ana it might be pointed out that none

of these are entirely new. x'Or, loo^cing at the figures given

by Morris and Thu.rston (see Ourve 3) it is noticeable that the

1 1/4" cylinder gives a coefficient much less than the 1" and

the 1 1/2" less tnan tne 1 1/4", and so on to 2". Their val-

ues and the author's are as follows:

L 7L i't /See. ...orris and xhurston .-ULriOr

1" 2.S9 .56 .51

1 1/2" 5.67 .50 .55

2 4.91 .44 .49





'The agreement between the relative values is striking; the

absolute values differ by 10,^. i^'urthermore, altho the Brit-

ish investigators do not carry their measurements to diameters

greater t^'m 1 1/4
'],

s careful ins^^ection of their figures shows

that the coefficiBnt for the 3/4" cylinder is slightly hi^^her

than that for tne 1 1/4" cylinder even for values of '/L ap-

proaching to the first critical value at 7L = .25 l^t /See.

Finally altho the v;or.: at the i.iassachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology can not be directly coiapared, the results obtained al-

so shov/ that the cueflicients for a 5/4" cylinder are definite-

ly higj.er than those for a 1" cylinder ana that those for the

1/E" cylinder are definitely higher than those for the S/4"

cylinder. Thus the dependence of the resistance coefficient

0/. size at identical values of VL has been shown before, tho no

one has definitely pointed it out.

Secoiialy the existence of the second critical velocity nas

been noted by G. I. 'i?ay_.or in a confidentiai Keport issuea

by the Jiritish Advisory Committee. 'Taylor was jneasuring the

pressure distribution on a 6" cylinder ana found that approx-

imately at a velocity of 40 S't/Sec. (VL = 20 V't^/Sec) the

characteristics of iha pressure distribution changed. His re-

sults y;ere qualitative only and it i^ seen from the present re-

sults that the cliange occurs at VL = 26 i't^/Sec. As far as is

known, tJiC peculiar behavior of the 1 1/2" cylinder has not be-

fore been noted.





Certain otrier results might be noted. The ii" cylinder

was freshly coated with a wax mixture and a test v;as luade ira—

iiiediately afterwara. The resistaxice di'opped by approximately

"H'/o* After standing for a week, a second run was made and the

resistance was found to have its original value. Syo is not

much beyond the errors of experiment, and it v;ould,therefore

seem that waxing the surface has little effect. The wood and

brass cylinders check within the experimental error, so that

20Zahm's conclusion as to the independence of skin friction on

the surface so long ac the surface is not visibly rough seems

Justified. Ln investigating tiie accuracy ox the results, some

measurements of the "end effect" were i.iade. On the 1" cylin-

der ix was foimd that the omission of the guards decreased the

force by approximately 1.0 jo. On the 4" cylinder, on the other

hand, the omission of the guards made practically no difference,

it being less than l/o.

This was tried with the cylinder both vertical and hori-

zontal. It was thought ax first that since the balance measures

moments only, that the change in the force might be large altho

tne change in the moment is small. The test with the cylinder

horizontal sriows tiat this is not the case, for with the cylin-

der horizontal we know tnab the force acts in the same horii'-on-

tal plane wnether the guard is present or not. The values of

the coefficient derived from this cylinder with no guards cneck

ver^ well the values with the guard. i,ow the iJrltish investi-
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tors found ior very small v;ires that correotlon could be

made for t^ie end by using in the calculations a value of

the length of the v/ire fov.r diameters shorter than the ac-

tual length. Thus it appears that tiie end effect djes not

increase for the sa.ne length proportional to the diameter

but tnat certain peculiar chaxiges tai:e place in the flow

about tne ends.

Lastly, on looking at the points for the 1 1/2" cylinaer

it is seen that where the curve is dropping, the poinds fall

into two sets. These two sets were taken on different days,

tj-.e temperature on the tvyo days being different. The stresses

in the fluid undoubtedly depend upon the temperattire , and it is

not to be considered rernaJrkable tnat under such conditions the

change in flow should occur at different points. This whole

question of the effect of temperature changes o.i air flov;, es-

pecially as to the effect on the forces and as to the effect on

the critical ..oints, is one ti:.at deserves further study. For.

instance, it may be possible that the stalling angle of an

airplane is different on a hot day from that on a cola day.

Accuracy

Altho some investigators in wind tunnel experiments claim

arj accuracy of as much as 2^j, it is extremely doubtful whether

a greater accuracy than i>p eavi be obtained in relative valines,

and it is highly improbable that an accuracy of 10>b can be ob-

tained in absolute values with present aiethods. It is for this





reason that most stress has been laid on relative accuracy,

relative characteristics, and relative values. Jjet us first

consider some of the things which limit the relative accuracy.

In the first place, there is the question of the ver:; nature

of the Quantity to be measured. The effect of the vortex flow,

which has already been described, is to produce a force whose

magnitude is continually changing. Under ideal conditions,

v/ith vortices formed at a uniform rate, the force v/ould be per-

iodic and it ought not to be hard to detect the periodicity at

slow speeds. But great complications are introduced by the

fluctuations of speed in the tunnel. These entirely disrupt

the periodicity and cause what may best be aescribed as an ir-

regularly varying flov/. Thus what we atte;:ipt to D^easure is a

time average of the force. .;o\v in sucn cases the accuracy of

the raeasuring apparatus i^j of no advantage beyoiid a certain

point. .;n fact, too great sensitiveness may be undesirable.

To make the ;neasurement more troublesome, the amplitude of this

irregular variation is very sensible compared to the absolvite

value of the average force. The conditions of .aeasurement are

entirely similar to those .-revailing at the "burble" point in

aerofoil measurements. Hence even relative accuracy is not

large, and the only basis for claiming d/o is that the measure-

ments repeat and fit a smootli curve that well.

In the soco.id place, the Question of guards offers dif-

ficulty. It has already been i.entioned that the length v/as





found entirely sufficient. The only other cmestion is as to

their alignment. It is of course physically impossible to align

the guards exactly and the flexure of the cylinder v/ith increase

of speed soon changes any accurate alignment which may have been

made v/ith the air at rest. Hence since the i" cylinder had al-

ready shov/n the greatest end effect, the effect of lacl: of align-

uient of the guards wat tried with it. It v/as foujid that moving

the guard towards the direction from wnich the wind was blowing

decreased the force, moving it in the opposite direction increas-

ed the force, tne total change on moving the guard from a posi-

tion 1/4" toward the front to a position 1/4" toward the back

being 3 or 4,'c> of the total force. Wius in the actual experiment

the error owing to lacic of alignment cannot be areater than 1/t,

since a shift of I/8" would be unusual.

In the third place, there is the error ov/ing to the flex-

ure of the cylinder. -Jwing to flexure the lever arm of the

weight of the bodj- will be changed and the force will be appar-

ently too high, 'fhe error owing to this cause is slight, since

the weight of the cylinders is not great and th ;; flexure is small,

vinally, there are the usual avoidable errors, of inistaiies in

reading or computing.

As to the absolute accuracy, it may seem strange that no

greater accuracy than 10,? is claimed, but here again a certain

possibility of error enters in, which is very difficult to elim-

inate. This is the uncertainty as to the distribution of vel-
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ocity in the tunnel and us to the effect of such distribu-

tion on the force. The Pitot calihri-tion gives the. velocity

at some one point. Nov/ it is possible* for tho distribution of

velocity to be of such a nature that great errors ma:/ be intro-

duced, i'or vie measure moments, only, and if the irregularities

are such thai the velocity is lov; on both sides or high on both

sides, as is frequently the case, our resultant moment v.dll be

incorrect.

The error due to this cause might amount to as much as 4,j

in an extreme case. But in addition to this primary effect of

variation in velocity across the section there is the secondary

effect on the flow and the consequent effect on the force. Of

this v.'e know nothing but it is possible th.it the flow may be so

modified in such a manner as to introdvice large errors in the

force. i..easi.irements ;aade on the first balance referred to in

the section on balances sh.nv a uniform difference of approxi-

mately 10/j v;hen compared with those made on the second balance

under similar conditions; and it is for this reason that no

greater accurB-cy is claimed. This question of velocity dis-

triuution is undovibtcdly responsible for the lack of agreement

among some of the investigators mentioned before, and can not

be allowed for. Even if a very accurate traverse of the tixnnel

is made, one is sure tnat the model has changed the distribution.

This discrepancy did not occur in the case of some bombs tested

here but there were only 4 or 5 inches in diameter and did not

take up much of the tunnel. In conclusion, the relative accuracy





o±" the preserit results is well within 5/b, and altho the ab-

solute values check the iiritish well within thi;i figure, they

are not certain to laoxe than 10, j.

IV Pressure ijistribution j.ieasurements

I.Icth.:'d

Ov/inf; to the peculiar changes in the force characteris-

tics of the cylinders, it was felt advisable to undertaiie the

ineasureii'ient of the pressure distribution over the cylinders

and see if this would not thro\? sonie light on the changes tak-

ing place. The laeasureiaents are only roughV, but they yield

some interesting results. The method was a very simple one.

A single small hole was drilled into the cylinder at a dis-

tance of about six inches from one end. This hole could be

placed in any position relative to the wind stream by simple

rotation of the cylinder. A special fitting was made, con-

sisting of an iron pipe with the cylinder apincle screwed in

the top and a bearing in which the pipe could tiirn. A pointer

was fixed to the bearing and a divided head to the pipe so that

the angular setting could be read off. The hole was connected

by means of a rubber tiibe passing thru tne top of the tunnel to

one side of a slant gauge, (the same as was usea for speed meat

urements in the work on forces) . The other side of this gauge

was connected to the static opening of a Pitot tube placed in

the tunnel a little bolow the level of the center of the tunnel

so as not to interfere with the flow about • ! i'olf-. aus read-
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ingG were obtained giving the difference betv;een the actual

pressure at any point of the cylinder and the pressure that

would prevail if there v/ere no cylinder present. Tie speed

can of course be determined from the maximum pressin-e dif-

ference on the front of the cylinder, which is l/2y»V , but

readings were taken by means of the static plate connected

to a second inclined manometer. Thia second manometer has a

comparatively large slope and contained water so tliat its in-

dications are not very accurate. However it served to enable

the observer to keep the speed fairly constant.

It is to be noted that this method of making a hole in

the surface aoes not necessarily give us the true pressure on

the cylinder. lYe have no idea as to the modifications the

hole may introduce. \7e know that there is on the surface of

the body a vortex layer, which causes the phenomenon of skin

friction. How vortex layers may sustain a very great differ-

ence in pressure, as for instance iii the case of the vortex

layer bounding the slip stream of a propeller, \7hether the

hole breaks thru this vortex layer and gives us the pressure

outside it, or whether it gives some other pressure we do not

knov;. Hov;ever, this method will give us some indication as

to v/]"iether the flov; changes or nox, and that was its present ~

rjurpose.

The diameter of the hole was in all cases 1/16 inch.

Thus v.'e get simply an average over a certain section. Smaller

holes were not used because of the great friction introduced





making reaaings uncertain and. ta.cing more time. The cylin-

ders used were the 1", 3", 4 l/2", and 6" v/ood cylinders; of

these the 'l" v/as run at ±ovx speeds, the c" at two speeds and

the others -.it one speed. In ail cases evidence oi" the i'luc-

tuations of the flow was evident in the fluctuation of the

gauge.

x^esults .

Since the results are not very accurate the readings

were not reduced to absolute pressures, "but the gauge read-

ing itself was used, it "being proportional to the pressi'.re.

It is usual in plotting such results to plot from a circle

as "oase, laying off the pressures at the various points

along the radii thru these points, negative differences "be-

ing tov/ard the center. In this paper, to ena'ble a larger

scale to be used, the negative pressures are plotted outwards

the same way as the positive ones, but no confusion need

arise if it is remeinbered that on the front (toward the wind)

the pressure is greater than the static pressure, while on

the back (and also part way on the front) it is less than the

static pressure. These curves are shown in tlie Ai^pendix, IJos.

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. The ordinates are gauge readings.

To get absolute units it is only xiecessary to take the pres-

sure on the front as .bOO and the othei-s in propottion.

At first eight no essential difference appears. On all

the pressure becomes equal to the static i^ressuro at an an-





gle of about 40° froiu the wind direotlon. On all the pres-

siire drops belov; static very quickly afterward, the maximum

having a characteristic form and occurring at nearly the

same angle, 65''-70''. On all the pressure drop on the back

is nearly \iniform. So that apparently there is no violent

difference in the flow. Yet if v/e examine the curves more

closely, as inaccurate and irregular as are some of the points',

one fact beooiaes evident. This is that the relative size of

the hump on the front and the hump on the back, in other v/ords

the ratio of the pressure increase on the front to the pres-

sxire drop on the back, is very different for the 1" cylinder

from that for the others. The figures are given in Table

XIII with other things, but they are repeated here.

Dia.;i. of Gyl. Hatio of maximum in-
crease in pressure on
front to average de-
crease in pressure on
back.

1" 1.10 1.19 l.EO 1.05

3" (at different speeds)
1.74 1.64

4 1/2" 1.47

6" 1.54

Tho the variation for any one cylinder is great, ll5,j)^yet

the difference betv/een the 1" and the othei'S is much greater,

( SO/i; or laore) . Furthermore, the three others are v/ithin 20;a

of each other. Thus there can be little doubt tiiat the high





value of the resistance for the small cylinders arises from

some difference in the flow at the rear of the cylinder which

causes the pressure on the rear to "be further reduced "below

the static pressure.

It was decided to integrate the pressure over the sur-

face and see how well this checlzed the actual force. I'or

this purpose the second series of curves were plotted. Sup-

pose at any point of the cylinder our pressure is P. Its

contribution to the com-

ponent of the force along

the /.•ind is Pds cos0 (see

figure) , but ds cos d = ^7*

Hence the total force is

IP dy. Thus, if we plot

r against y, or what is the same thing against sin d , or

what is again the same thing, against the cosine of the an-

gle of the surface ele;::er;t to the wind, the area of ova' curve

will represent the total force in the direction of the wixid.

These areas were measured with a planimeter, the results be-

ing given in I'able XIII. From these areas, icnowing the scales,

tr.e force on the cylinder could be computed. Ths results of

such computations are shovm in the saiae table. Little can be

inferred as to the results, because of the micertainty as to

the velocity.

Accuracy

It is atjoarent tuat the pressure measurements do not





have a high degree of accuracy. Several things prevent ac-

c-.iracy. In the first place, the oressure nieasujreraents were

made at a point in the tunnel between the two "balances, and

all the uncertainty as to the velocity distribution across

the section enters. In the second place the pressure behaves

as does the force, varies irregularly, especially at the point

of niaximui;! pressure decrease and on the back. This is evident

froipi the plots, if we neglect the maximum pressujre value of

the velocity as being more unreliable than the valiie obtained

from the readings of the static plate, v;e find that the calcu-

lated coefficients do not differ much from the ones observed

on the balance used iii the force measurements. On the other

hand, if we use the maximum pressure values, we get fair

agreement v;ith measurements on the secona balance. Hence we

can place little dependence on the pressure integration and

must regard the curves simply as giving us a general idea of

the distribution. ihe prominent features are the general shape

of the curves, the difference in this shape in the case of large

and small cylinders, and the very great unsteadiness of the si>.

inch as showing the approach to the critical velocity.
19

lieference has already been aiade to the work of Taylor

do found at higher speeds that the pressure decrease reached a

large maximimi at 90° away from the wind, ana that the constant

22pressure prevailed from 120** to 180" away from the wind, ij'age

also made some pressure measurements on a 2" cylinder and found





that the length of the cylinder modified his results pro-

foundly, lie tried a cylinder with guards approxi'tiatinr an

infinite cylinder, and also one eighteen inci.es long. The

principal difference v/as that in the case of the infinite cyl-

inder the ratio of the rnaximir.i pressure on the front to the

average decrease on the back was about 1, whereas in the case

of the 18" cylinder it v;as 2 1/4. j'ov/ in the present v.'Orlc

tne value is nearer 1 than E l/4, so that it seems there is

quite a difference "between the tunnels.

It is thus seen that the flow about a 1" cylinder, 1 1/2"

cylinder, or 2" cylinder is different in some respects from the

flow about a cylinder of higher diameter, i'his makes itself

evident in the forces o'j the fact that th3 resistance coeffi-

cient is a function of the size as well as of the parameter VL.

It shows itself in the pressure measurements by the fact that

in the case of the smaller cylinders the decrease in pressure

on the bacvc is greater in proportion to the increase in pres-

sv.ve on the front than on the large cylinders, notwithstand-

ing this the flow must be of somewhat the same nature since

the form of the pressure distribution curve is not materially

changed. The next question is as to the best hypothesis to e>:-

plain tnese facts. Whatever the factor that has been overlooked

in the past, it m\ist satisfy these conditions and furthermore

must become negligible or constant for both low and high values
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of the diameter. For it has been seen that the difference

between forces for all diaaeters "belov; 1" is small and tliat

for ali. over o" is negligible.

There seeras to be one thing that may explain these facts

tho there is no absolute proof. The factor that may cause

tnese changes is the finite size of the vortices which are

for;;ied behind the cylinders. For, v/hen tv.'o circular vortices

corae clone enouph together, the sepai-ate narts of each vor-
liave different velocities, the vortex will

tex will^ther^fore be distorted, ana v/e can nu longer treat

it LiS a filament. Thus if our body is maae smaller and small-

er, the vortices v;ill be brought close enough together for

this action to take place, and the character of the flow will

be altered. The whole question might be settled by tahing

photographs of air flow past different size cylinders, or by

making the necessary mathematical calculations.

This hypothesis seems to satisfy most of the require-

ments, it will jjresumably give a flow which is only slightly

different fro.: one where only filaments are present. V/hen

the body is large, the distortion disapi;ears as the vortices

are not close enough together. As we make the body smaller,

the interaction becoLies greater and gres.ter. As it requires

energy to distort the vortices, it woula. seem that the effect

would be to incjfease the force. V/hen we get to a certain

poin-t the distortion reaches a certain i.iaximum, ana finally

t'ne distortion is so great tiiat the vortex system can not

exist. Thus such a hypothesis would account for the general
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characterietics , tho there may "be some other one which

would do tile baiae. 'i'his is a ;i:atter for farther investi-

gation.

The i.*eouliar behavior of the 1 1/2" cylinder, and the

occurence of the second critical velocity still reraainjB to

"be exi^lained. i;ot enough work has heen done to justify any

definite hypothesis; but it is possible that there may be

several distorted forms and tiiat as the speed is increased

the stretjs becomes so great that one form passes over into

anotner. TJiis, however, is only a possibility, '^.'he secoad

critical speed probably occurs when the stresses again reach

their critical value and the fluid breaks. V/hat happens

then is beyond our knov/iedge until we have a tunnel wiiich will

enable us to get higher values of VL. Six inches is already

very -arge for a 4 1/e ft. tunnel, and it is u.seless to go

higher by increasing the size of our models. Airtheriaore,

because of the unsteadiness of the velocity of the wind, meas-

urements on a 6" model could not be taken above 50 miles per

hour.

In conclusion I desire to express my indebtec.ness to Ur.

L, J. Briggs, wno provided every fa.cility possible and was

always interested in this investigation, my thanks to Dr*. J.

S. Ames (the inspiration to do the wori. came from him) for his

friendly criticism, and ray obligations to Dr. de Bothezat who

talked over the subject iiiattei- frequently with me. To Ilr.

Alfred LIcI.Iurdle and i.^r . Gregory iireit who assisted in the ob-





servationti are due ;auch. credit for the care v/i th which they

did their wor.;. it i^; hoped that other me.i v/ill ta-i:e this

matter up and learn more about it. During the next year fur-

ther v;or>: will be done at the Bureau of Stan6.ards.

Johns Hopicins University,

June 1, 1919.
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TABLE I

Dimensions of Cylinders

Nominal
Diameter
Inches





TABLE I, Continued

Dimensions of Cylinders

Nominal
Diameter
Inches

1

1

1 1/2

2

3

4

4

4 1/2

5

5 1/2

Material

wood

"brass

trass

v;ood

wood

wood

brass

wood

v/ood

wood

v/ood

Inches

17.97

16.875

18.11

17.94

17.91

17.97

18.06

17.97

18.00

Length

17.97

17.97

i.leters

.45644

.42863

.45999

.45568

.45491

.45644

.45872
(not round)

.45644

.45720
( only meas-
ured in
plane nor-
mal to wixid;
about 1,0 out
of round)

.45644
(nornial to
wind)

.45644
(normal to
wind)
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TABLi, II

Forces on 1 in. Brass Cylinder

iTirst Hun - April 28, Temp. 24.5°G

VL G

Ft ^/ Sec





TABLji II - Continued

Second Sun - May IH, Terap. iiS^C

VL G

Ft^/Sec





TABLi: III

Forces on 1 1/2 in. Brass Cylinder

First Run - May 7, Temp, 26 "G

VL G

Ft^/ Sec





TABLE III, Continued

Second Run - Llay IE, Temp. 19 °G

VL (

Ft^/Sec





TABLE IV

i^orces on E" \7ood Cylinder

i'irst





TABLE IV. Continued

Secona riini - iu.ti.,y u, xeinp. '60^0

t^/3ec





TABLE IV, Continued

Third
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TABLE V

S^orces on o" V/ood Cylinder

April 14
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TABLE VI

Forces on 4" Brass Cylinder





TABLE VII

Forces on 4" V/ood Cylinder

April 14, Temp. 19 °G

VL

Ft^/Sec
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TABLiii VIII

Forces on 4 1/ H" V/ood Cylinaer

April 14, Temp. 20 »G

VL

Pt^/Sec
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TABLE IX

i'orces on 5" Wood Cylinder

April 7, Temp. 29 °G

VL

Pt^/Sec





TABLE X

Porces on 5 l/S" V/ood Cylinder

April 21, i-emp. 24*0

VL <

't /Sec
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TABLE XI

Forces on 6" V/ood Cylinder
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TABLE XII

Force on 1 'and 2" V/ood Cylinder. il.P.L. Balaxice

These are not plotted for reasons explained
in paper. The measurements are on a second bal-
ance in another part of the tunnel.

1" Cylinder

VL

Ft^/Sec





TABLE XII, Continued
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TABLii XIII

Ixitegration of Pressure iieasiiremeiits

Hote—A square 5 siaali divisions on each, side is used
as an intermediate unit in measixring the areas.

Pressures are measured as heads of "benzene on a
slope of .18403 (i.e., vertical head = measured
head x .18403) . This unit varies with the tem-
perature and allowance has been made in all com-
putations.

Diam. of
Cylinder
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TABLE XIII, Continued

Diam. of
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TABLK XIII, Continued

Diam. of
Cylinder 1

Static Plate
Reading 20.00

Speed Derived
from Static
Plate Heaaing m.P.H. 65.0

Temperature 19.0"

Max. Positive
Pressure on
Front 31.90

Speed Derived
from Max. Posi-
tive Pressure M.P.H. 64.40

Area of Curve
Sq. Inches 50. 2E

Area of 100
Sauares

i'orce riepresented
by one Square (Ids)

10.96

46.6

26.9°

17.10

46.95

47.90

4.57

30.1

26.8°

7.06

30.20

41.20

Mean 35.08, variation atout l/5/b

Area of Curve
for Back of
Cylinder Only 42.60

kean Decrease
in Pressure on
Bacx: 30.35

Hatio Max. Pres-
sure on Front to
Average Decrease
on Back .1.05

34.47

9.84

1.74

30.30

4.31

1.64

.000565 .0003410 .0006826

Area of Curve
in Squares 143.4 136.6 117.5
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TABLbl XIII, Continued

Difcun. of
Cylinder
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TABLE XIII, Continued

Diam. of
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TABIE XIII, Continued

Diani. of
Cylinder 4 1/2 6

Force per Unit
Length'in Lbs. .0656 .0792

Total Force on
Cylinder 1.179 1.422

Coefficient Cal-
culated

From Static Plate
Velocity .450 .431

From Maximum Pres-
sure Velocity .423 .395

Coefficient from
Force Lleasurements .43 .43
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